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Contrary to its platform, the VSP for.NET is totally free. Microsoft offers it for all.NET platform versions: 1.0 to 4.5, including.NET 4.6.2. Microsoft Visual Studio Premium Features To start building applications, Microsoft Visual Studio Premium comes with a set of helpful tools to ease your workflow. It offers a WYSIWYG or visual designer for building the
GUI, project templates and samples, unit testing and code quality, code management, database management and the code navigation. Microsoft Visual Studio Premium Features To start building applications, Microsoft Visual Studio Premium comes with a set of helpful tools to ease your workflow. It offers a WYSIWYG or visual designer for building the GUI,
project templates and samples, unit testing and code quality, code management, database management and the code navigation. Benefits By adopting the Microsoft Visual Studio Premium license, you will gain all the benefits that come with it. In other words, it is directly connected to the Microsoft Visual Studio Ultimate license and is a valid upgrade choice to
obtain it. Intuitive GUI It offers a visual designer for building the GUI. For developers, the designer is essentially an easy way to make Windows applications with drag and drop. It does not require any programming knowledge. It is intuitive and allows you to develop your application easily. Create projects You will find more than 2,000 templates to help you start
building a wide range of applications. They can be customized and combined to match your requirements. For instance, to create a Windows forms project, you have a lot of options to pick from such as a Windows application, a Web application, a Windows service, a library, etc. Supported Languages Visual Studio Premium is available in three editions: Express,
Professional, and Premium. It supports all languages except JavaScript, Visual Basic and VB.NET. It supports: Integrated, state-of-the-art Visual Studio editor for code navigation, editing, debugging and refactoring. A rich, powerful class library, including a strong typed programming environment, reflection, LINQ, and support for COM,.NET Framework, WCF,
ASP.NET, WPF, and Silverlight. Support for numerous development techniques, including Model View View-Model (MVVM), Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), and Universal Windows Platform (UWP). A powerful
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This particular piece of software gets the upperhand within the market for simply being developed by the same company that created the platform it is intended for, but that is not the only advantage of Microsoft Visual Studio Premium. It clearly progressed since its inception back in 1997 and managed to win the hearts of many with its every new iteration. The
Premium edition of Microsoft Visual Studio is right under the Ultimate edition, lacking a certain set of features regarding the software development as well as database, testing as well as reporting tools and even metrics, collaboration or architecture. Atop of the Professional Edition, Microsoft Visual Studio Premium brings profiling, database unit testing, code
metrics and static code analysis to the workbench. To sum it all up, Microsoft Visual Studio Premium is close to providing you with everything you can ask for from an integrated development environment for your application software projects. Microsoft Visual Studio Premium creates the right workspace for any developer and programmer to naturally start
building modern applications that users are looking forward to enjoying. Microsoft Visual Studio Premium General Features: This particular piece of software gets the upperhand within the market for simply being developed by the same company that created the platform it is intended for, but that is not the only advantage of Microsoft Visual Studio Premium. It
clearly progressed since its inception back in 1997 and managed to win the hearts of many with its every new iteration. The Premium edition of Microsoft Visual Studio is right under the Ultimate edition, lacking a certain set of features regarding the software development as well as database, testing as well as reporting tools and even metrics, collaboration or
architecture. Atop of the Professional Edition, Microsoft Visual Studio Premium brings profiling, database unit testing, code metrics and static code analysis to the workbench. To sum it all up, Microsoft Visual Studio Premium is close to providing you with everything you can ask for from an integrated development environment for your application software
projects. Microsoft Visual Studio Premium creates the right workspace for any developer and programmer to naturally start building modern applications that users are looking forward to enjoying. Microsoft Visual Studio Premium Main Features: Microsoft Visual Studio Premium is a handy tool for developers and programmers, offering them a proper workspace
to create modern applications easily. The software works with all the most common programming languages in the market like C++, C#, Java, VB, Python, Ruby and so on. It also offers not only the integration of these languages but also of Microsoft’s own XAML. The tool is also capable of working with a whole range of

What's New in the Microsoft Visual Studio Premium?

Microsoft Visual Studio Premium addresses developers and programmers interested in creating Windows application software, with no connection to other platforms. With Microsoft Visual Studio Premium, various programming languages are integrated in order to offer a friendly integrated development environment (IDE) for people fond of a specific language.
Microsoft Visual Studio Premium packs support for not only the most well-known programming languages such as Basic, C++ or C# when it comes to the Windows operating system, but to other less popular ones like Python or Ruby. Amongst its competitors, we can find the Xojo software (formerly Real Studio), C++ Builder, CodeLite, Eclipse or NetBeans. This
particular piece of software gets the upperhand within the market for simply being developed by the same company that created the platform it is intended for, but that is not the only advantage of Microsoft Visual Studio Premium. It clearly progressed since its inception back in 1997 and managed to win the hearts of many with its every new iteration. The Premium
edition of Microsoft Visual Studio is right under the Ultimate edition, lacking a certain set of features regarding the software development as well as database, testing as well as reporting tools and even metrics, collaboration or architecture. Atop of the Professional Edition, Microsoft Visual Studio Premium brings profiling, database unit testing, code metrics and
static code analysis to the workbench. To sum it all up, Microsoft Visual Studio Premium is close to providing you with everything you can ask for from an integrated development environment for your application software projects. Microsoft Visual Studio Premium creates the right workspace for any developer and programmer to naturally start building modern
applications that users are looking forward to enjoying. Microsoft Visual Studio Premium 32-bit Microsoft Visual Studio Premium 64-bit Microsoft Visual Studio Premium 32-bit Review Microsoft Visual Studio Premium 64-bit Review Microsoft Visual Studio Premium 32-bit Overview Microsoft Visual Studio Premium 64-bit Overview Features Professional
Web-based Data-driven development Test-driven development Unit testing Build automation Managed memory Static code analysis Online documentation Profiling Database testing Custom reporting Code metrics IntelliTrace Source code management Version control Team foundation server Visual Studio Premium 32-bit Review Visual Studio Premium is
probably the most known application development platform by Microsoft. This piece of software has been created in order to offer users a friendly environment to use whilst developing their applications, as well as a great integrated development environment (IDE). It is a visual programming environment that has been created with the user in mind and offers
support for most major programming languages, such as C, C++, C#, VB, Python, Java, Ruby or XML. One of the greatest advantages of Microsoft Visual Studio Premium is its functionality when it comes to being able to easily generate, configure and test both the user interface and backend. This particular piece of software enables you to create applications that
are as responsive as the internet and also offers
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System Requirements For Microsoft Visual Studio Premium:

3.3 GHz+ Processor 2 GB RAM Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 HD Graphics 530 minimum DirectX 11 compatible video card DirectX 12 compatible video card 20 GB free space for installation Internet connection (High Speed) To install: Please first download the Intel® Installer. When you click on the link to the installer, there will be a
screen showing what it is and how to download it. Next, download and save
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